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PREFACE

The future of professional education and the general state of the pro-
cif

fession brought a group Of deansof schools of education to a seminar §pon'sored

.by Oregon State University in August 1979. The conclusions reached at this

and several subsquent meetings were:
P

-- A profession is responsible for its own advance.

- Considerable progress has been made over the last decade i

education and related research.

- Further advance depends upon systematic inquiry widely applied.

- At the present time the education profession is not so characterized. ,

;i1 order for the profession to acquire such-an orientation, the

institutions responsible for the training of profei'sional staff

must themselves model such behavictr in their ow,n institlotional life.

The group of deans, holding ftrm td' the conviction that the exercise of

leadership can make a difference in the profession, de6ided that it
1

was appro-

priate to undertake an inquiry that had as its aim 'the development of the

capacity, of schools of education to/increase their coMmitment to a productive.

involvement 1ninquiry and scholarship. By schools of edutation we include

I'll schools, 'colleges, and departments 7f education. The terms inquiry and

scholarship, we use very broadly to include research, development, evaluation,

and'dissemination as well as ,the grOunding of academic and professional train-

'ing p'ograms on the emergiIN knowledge base. Our view of these activities
...

should be seen as quite broad, inclusive not just of activities traditionally

carried out by,the academy, but 'rigorous work carried out in-schools and'the

policy environment surrounding them.' To undertake the intended study, a

proposal was co-iuthoreeby the,group and.submitted to the/National Institute'

of Education.

Nine meetings of the p4tkipants have betTheld since Auguft, 1979. The

/ group's approach to inquiry drew systematically on the extensiveexperience:
r '

of its members. All.partioipants-contributed ideas and many drafted memoranda
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. STATEMENT OF BELIEF

Edudation and the democretic ethic are of one fabric. Our nation

'cannot-turvive unies's its fundamental values are transmitted to ,the young.

e

.
Our democracy cannotte sem* unless its citizens 4cquire the skills -

necessary to participate effectively. Given the ehormous socialicinsequences

and costs of education,'A serious commitment must be made to improve it.

That commitment must rest firmly on what we know.

Ai beans of Educations deeply'ooncerned with the future of public

education, we state our unequivocal belief in the intellec 1 basis for

prafessional,education. We do not here steak to the universal issues confront-

ing our calling: Rather, we focus on what must 9ndergirde3 1 educational

efforts -- inquiry and rigorous scholarship.

The essence ofthe university is the search for knowledge. Whenever'

any segment of the university retreats, abstains or it prevented from meeting

the ideais_of inquiry, the foundation of the Academy is-threatened.

While many agencies have responsibility for enhan ing the, quality of

education, a special obligation for leadership fall on schooli'of education.V

2,

These institutions.prepare viAtually all those who staff thi nation's edute-

tional iys0i;,they must continue to be a major source of new knowledge about

teaching and 4earning.

There are tensions generated by the dual ex ectations'of inquiry and

training, but we see no fundamental conflict. Both can and shoul,cI be

charatterized by a rigorous scholarly foundation. Too oftetwe do ot meet

this We; therefore, call for the fiSplementation of rigorbus preparation

predicated on first -rate scholarship. This is the _standard against which any

'profestional Wino] mist be judged.,

1
1

6
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Notail effective practice flows
,
exclusively fitom knowledge associated-

with university,level,activity. There.is.a practical wisdom in all human

, 4

endeavor that is not dependent on information gained from formal inquiry)Y)
There is much of value not taught at the university. Teaching, however, has

broad and,deep intellectual fOunbations. therefore s hooisof education

must be committed and central to the expansion and ansmission of that base.

These points may be obvious to some and contentious to others, but our,

attention has been diverted in recent years. We have been. preoccupied with .

/,---

new functions and regulatory processes as well as political and economic

pressures-which threaten the climiate for inquiry;., Publtc schocils have etcome

a major instrument for social reform, primarily as a result of initiatives by

legislatures and the courts. . In addition,

be prepared by apprencticeshiprather thad

proposals have been made that/teachers

in programs more reflective in nature.

The intellectual caliber of new entrants to the teaching profession has been

frequently questioned, In sum, all segments of ,education suffer an extra-

ordinary distress bred of fiscal constraint, .political conflict, and shifting

expectations.

Cognizant of these and other pressures, we are united in this .eviction:
o

to leave these trends unchallenged is not in the nation's best interest.

Academic, leaders must reaffirm the university functionthat.sustain6 all others.

Inquiry and scholarship associated with the process of education,-414dergird all

other missions of schools of education:

There are clear implications for achieving this aim in the decades ahead.

Schools of education must:

4

-,Recrutt< support, and reward intellectually qualified .

.)

faculty and students;

- LFocus efforts on the discovery'and applicatiop of knOwledge

relevant to theory and practice; A*

2 f
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Secure and realloCati resources, for inquiry and 5chplarship;

Serve as'examplars of,theory and rresearch-based instruction '

in all preparation programs;

)

Strengthen relationihips.with the profession that test the

relevance of ongoing-scholarship.

It is to these goals we address this document.

0

'6
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II. THE PREDICAMENT

P
k

. o

Introduction

In 1477-78, re than 1190 institutions of higher: education awarded .

IPundergra-dyate de ees-in education; 160 awarded doctorates. These'figures

suggest,the diversity of schools of education/. If nothing else, the

e

institutions graduating these students vary significantly in size, resources,

complexity, andpission.

Many aspects ,of the education enterprise form the context for the

diversity i6dipated above and for our commitment of inquiw and scholarship

in schools of education. That commitment, however, is voiced in a time of

predicament. One aspect of the predicament is-the rapid growth and development

of inquiry bearing on the procesg of education. A second is the character of

the presekit condiction and context of schooling awl teacher preparation.i A

third may be found in the role of fesearch and its outcomes in professional

education programs. Each of these elements forms a part of the context-in

which our statement of belief is advanced.

O

We are cognizant of the many.. factors that need to be addressed in making'.

//

fundamental chang-e in the_profession. Because )are in positions of leader-

ship, we have a responsibility for doing some frig. We have concluded that

the dilemmas of reform will never cease. Acrdingly, we have focused on he

contribution that schools of'education can make that will significantly alter'

the profession; namely, a commitment to inquiry and scholarship.

This section makes no pretense at definitive treatment of the problems

and issues confronti,ng professional educktion,generally. Our intent is to

provide an overview of the predicament that the profession faces as(vit has,

over the years, sought to increase the commitment to researci.. First, we

'present a brief history, of the evolution of inquiry designed to improve
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teaching and student achievement. Second, we view the present conditions and

context in which,schools of education findthemserVes.' in conclusion, we

discuss several emerging issues related to the role of research and

dissemination in schools of education.

A. THE EVOLUTION OF INQUIRY FOR l'EACHING AND LEARNING

1. To 1965*

Education as an object of inquiry emerged only in the latter half"of the

19th century in this country. Major impetus,came through Henry Baimard's

American Journal of Education, a'repository of educational information from

all ages and places. Barnard's expressed purpose was to gather,"systematize,

and publish materials for a "science of education," to give policymakers and

practitioners easy access to the educational eiisdomof ancient and current

times.

Banard's,influence w beyond the Journal. As uch as any'single,

person he was responsible for the creation' and early shapingtof theBureau of

,

Education (in 1867), the forerunner of, the Office--and now Departmentof

Education. The purpose of the office was to'collect statistics and'facts

to show the progress of education in the states and territories and to distri-

bute information respecting the organization and management of schools and

methods of teaching.'-'

The 20th century brought ieportant changes in styles of educational inquiry.

Education became an object of scientific investigation, controlled experiment,

and national reforjp. During the first half of the ith .century pupil accomplish-
,

ment became -accepted as the fundamental test ofkeduca 'onal' program, as argu-

ment from a priori, principle gave way tb an appeal.to ev dense) 044:forj
* The information provided ih his section is selectiiel drawn from,

Cronbach and Suppes, Research'for omorrow's Schodls: DisciLkined In uir.

for Education (Chapter 1 and Gideo se, Educational Research a d Development

in the United. States.

A
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example, established the Laboratory. School at the University of Chicago in'

1806 as a echanism to test hypotheses in practicg. During the first three,

decades,of the 20th century the school survey became 0 central tool for

detecting those aspects of school organization' and curricula in need of

reform.

' In the latter part of the Great Depression- through. the Second World War

and into.the fifties, educatitnal, research assumed an even more pragmatic

orientation. The empiricism of the 1920's led to a new conception of' research

asan engine of directed change. "Action research" became the watchword for

a broad group of reformers and 'sAial activists who wished to midwife a new

and better-social.order. The goal was noit to publish but to change the practices'.

of teachers:

Then, in 1954, the Congress passed the.Cooperative Research Act'author-
47

izing.the Commissioner oftEducation to enter into financial agreements with ,

colleges, universities, and State educational agencies to support research,

surveys, and demonstrations pin the field of education. That same year, t'he''

National Science Foundation provided its first support for what became the

Couise Content Improvement Program.- The combination of these two events marked

.

a major turning/point for educational.* research and deVelopment in the United

States.

Four years later authorizations-were approved by the Congress for research
. A

.on the uses of new media and for foreign language studies. In 1963,-two new

areas were covered: vocational, education and the education of. handicapped,

children and youth. In the meantime, undei'the standing Cooperative Research

Authority, the 6. S. Office of aration had further diva-sifted its approaches,

.supplementing project research, 'curriculum improvement program, and a

demonstration program with a new ReserCh and aevel ent Center Program:

6 '
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In 1965; lyndon,Daines Johnson engineered the Elegentary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 through the Congress. Title IV of that Act .ontained

major revisions in the authorfotion underwhich thp U. S. Officei Of Education's

,
:research programs oprated.

2. Since 1965
3. ,

-

The past fifteen years have'witnessed many developments inresearchr

'efforts'Iponsored by the Federal Government. Regional educational laboratories

4
were created, facilities Wilt, research training programs begun (and ,ended),

ERIC and a host of other dissemination activities launched, and a Wholly.-

new organization, the National Institute of E ducation, created to serve as thr

lead agency for educational research and development.

The events leading to and flowing out.of these changes v*e complex. Others

have chronicrep important elements in the story. (see: Dershimer, 1176; Hoirse,

1974; and Sorod11,,Weiner, and. Wolf, )978).

The_sixties and early seventies, for example, were the heyday of,the

Research, Development, and Dissemination (R -D-D) rational or technocratic

* model of educational change: .04 Housd (1974) shows us, everyone believed in

the R-D-D formulation captured most succinctly by Guba and Clark (19654. Even."

though presented with important caveats (that everyone downplayed or ignored),

the logical/linear sequence was captivating. A great deal of policy apd

program development rested explicitly-or implicitly\d th research-to-%,..-

implementation conceptualization. ThereWere-, as. would be expected in an

4/ 4 _
... -..

'enterprise as large 'and diverse as the Federal government, important contrapuntal
.

themes, conceptions of inquiry and the,c-halige'process that' Were based -on ..

.. . _ . ,

somewhat different ideas, of, how inquiry and improvement might be brought into

produc tive relation :with one another. gpr example, an important element in

the origlhai concep4li5ation of the regional laboratm.progrom was the idea

/
12 .



that the work- had to be done much closer to the implementptjon sites andt

that the various-actors in the education.POlicy and prac arena needed

to be_responsibleJor identifying 'aiidt sponsoring the R & D con ntl if

.

the 'results were ever to find their way into practice.

.

As we look- back osier the paS.t fifteen years, of experience, what seems

quite clear isAhatithe variousapprpaches, the moilest sucteiSe ,and the

frustrating failures afford us a rich lodp of experience. This experience

can be a vide to the future.

3. I quiry in Schools'of Education

ti

The authorities on the involvement of,schools, colleges; and departments

of education im "knowledge productionare Professors' David Clark and Egon
Th.

Oeba of Indiana University:. Their T975-78 Research in Teacher Education

'(RITE) studies of evels of institutional productivit , umbers of producers,

and kinds and quantity of products of educational research and development-

,

are the benchmarks in the field (see Clark, 197a).

Clark's results speak for themselves:

The median level of institutional produsti*fty'os assessed
by the measures employed in the RITE.study was ZERO!

. (Clark, 1979, p. 2).

Startling as this low broductivitylevl may seem, Clark is quick to

point out that the finding does not mean that schools of education considered

as a class are non-producers of educatien'al research and development. It

Is only that what production there is, is concentrated in scispls of education

of a certain type. For instance, virtually all of the baccalaureate.10eJ

institutions offering teacher education programs were non or low producers.

Conversely, only eleven percent of th(i. octoral level schools of education

were classed as non or low producers., This, really, is whatipe would

expect, but suggests-something about the environment.in which a-great deal.

of teacher education in the,,country'tekes place.

8
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What that may mean in term ofIbegin ng a teaching career in a non-'
/

intluiry envilpment, and what that will mean when practitioners are expected

to relate closely to the policy and practice.i6licationt growing out of .

research, should-loe_a matter of some concern. Whtt are we to make of t

.

tremendous growth and'diverSification of elleucationarresearch, development,
/

and related activities over the past fifteen years and the results

RITE Study which documents the uneven distribution of research productiity-
._

. in schools of education?

B. THE PRESENT COMJITION AND'CONTE IOF SCHOOLS, COLLE6CS;AND DEPARTMENTS .

OF EDUCATION

1. Roles and Missions

Institutionalized teacher educatibn, in the United States is approximately

.150 years old. In that period of time, teacher education expanded to include

nearly 1400 schools, colleges, and departmel s of education.

4
*. .

From the 1830's 64the present the mission of teacher education institu-
b

lions 'bas remarkably stable. The task, largely confined to the

batcal-aurea;e level, has been to provide pre- service and in-service perionnel

with understanding and skill directly contributing to their accomplishffients as

teachers:

.. ,

While the mission may haveremained the same, the role has altered as

a function of a number of 'factOrs. The art and science of teachereOucation
. .

...
', has evolved. State responsibility for education (including the formal.

V ,tcertification of teachers and er school personnel) has expanded markedly.

SoOety,itself, overall, has s fted from more local to State and national

J

orientatihs. We have watched an increase in the importance°of the behavioral

N

and ocia, sciences and th eapplication of-organized principles of innovation

eveloping,and testing prospective improvements in school organizatVonvnd

4
ractice. Finally, there have been important adjustments in the expectations

4 9
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and aspirations for schooling stemming in no small measure from major

changes in our society.

2. Demographic Impapt

In the last few years substantial c nges have occurred in the Nation's

demography. Birthrates have declined ver _substantially. The need for

a. teachers altera' dramatically in 'a very few years from, a condition of serious

under-supply in the 1950's -and 60 's to oversupply in the middle and late

1970's.

.
bn reality, the'supply-demand picture in.education is somewhat more --

complicated than the gross numbers would indicate. For decades, for instance,

teacligr education programs have served not only to train those interested

in a '',areer but also thqe'who saw education.as a, temporary career on the

, wato some other role in life or those who saw teacher education as a Way

8
of collecting a certificate functioning in lieu of dowry. rTo the, extent

that teacher education programs have simply constituted an alternate route to

a baccalaureate egree, they have always produced fir more graduates than

were required by the nation's schools., The difference in the 1970's was,

therefore, a function of both reduced qemand for teachers because of declining

birthrates and a higher proportion of those completing the training seeking

to use their certificates in employment. Both factors have"been involved'in

the oversupply phenomenon we have recently experienced

The change in the supply-demand picture and especially the. publicity

;t;. .

about it, has had profound effects on enrollment in teacher education programs.

Indedd, the swing has been po dramatic that a mid-eighties teacher shortage
2

begins to loom in front of us. The enrollment shrinkage.also.comes right at

the beginnning of the time when, colleges and universities are beginning to

worry about the projected national shrinkage of 25 percent in the pools from

10

15
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. .

which ftigher education traditionally has drawn its students. This background

r
concern., coupled with the fact that budgetsin higher education are ultimately

always enrollment-driven, has created serious financial pressures on teacher

education progr .
Teacher, education programs have experienced the most

recent and 4togriizable,enrollment declines, and they havebecome among the

first to feel the effEedts.of the new financial conservation rapidly (even if

understandply) suffusing the highen education adminis ative copimunity. ,

For all. nigher education programs the problem of contraction is that

staffing it rareiy perfectly elastic with enrollment.
4
/The phenomena of

tenure and emergi specialties and competencies tend to create a titJi4 tion

in which. shrinkage.will occur--or will be most strongly felt--in p ecisely

those areas of more recent hires. Tiiiise areas of tead.;er education constituting

new requirements or professional aspirations are most likely to be affecte by

the,coping strictures.

3. Political Climate

The political climate within which teacher education programs in schools °

of education operate Is dramatically'different from that of two decades ago.

By this we mean not onl/ that it has changed--that is to be expected--but

that it bas charged to become far more stressful and tension-ridden. There

are a nuMSer of reasons for this.

The last fifteen Years have seen the growth of teachers' and other

tt

professional ganizations in education. This energys,and militancy would

have been ifficult .to.. predict in the fifties and early sixties. The great

demands-placed on schools and the education professions by court decisions

(desegregation and right td"education), the Congress (Great Society legisla-'4

'tion anC1 beyond), the consumer movement, and the like have all tended to have

direct, and more or less immediate, effects on perceptions of how the profession

f' 1l .
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is defined, what tts functions are to .be, and.how its memdns_ are to be, trained

or retrained. Accreditation and the'role of State educational agencies in

L,

the definition and monitoring of teacher education programS haye been two of
.

.
.....

the arenas ,i. n which this political turbulence has manifested itself.

. .

4. Stature Within Parent Institutions

Whether we like it or not, one of the facts of life, of our professional

existence is the low or uncertain stature teacher education enjoys-within,

.the larger higher'educationwestablishment. There is more than one reason for

this unenviable circumstance. Traditionally, society's a whole has not valued

teachers especially highly. In addition, qualifications of pre-service students

as measured by SAT/(r:GRE scores consistently rank low.' This translates into

levels of talent entening the teacher education profession, on the average,

and has its effects-on the perceptions of'our peers in the larger college or

university environment. In sheer intellectual power, as a group, many school

of education faculty are perceived as not being" on a Oar4ltW their arts and

sciences colleagues.

However, these are not the only measures which should be applied. The

mission of teacher education is not the same as other parts of the university.

In'the main, it has been more a service rather than a scholarship mission.

Our orntation, therefore, has beenJoutward-rather.than inward. Process skills

and affective considerations tend'to be more important, neither of which are'

anywhere nearly as 'highly valued in the more purely academic sectons, of

higher education. We are seen as politically weaker--and we probably are-

because we-have willingly accepted, even embraced, teaching loads and service'

responsibilities, that other parts of the university disvalue or abhor. None-

.

theress, much of e4ucation's low status is the result of prejudice and bias.

Paradoxically, this low Status hastbeen sometng of a mixed blessing. Even as

12



it hurts; it has afforded us a measure of protection to do the kinds'of
0

things we needed or wanted to do. Our legitimate assertions of difference
,

have enabled many of us to develop our own criteria for personal and profesSional

reward. This has enabled us to serve aspiring teachers better than we wo ld

have been able to had. we been more thoroughly imbued with traditional '\

academic standards and expectations whose ultimate appropriateness for the

. human service cole-might be questioned.

5. The'Focus for Institutional Energies

Summing up the present climate for teacher education programs, it is a

fair assessment to-saY'that the energies of bfar the gryter portion ofius

>.

have been consumed by insistent conce ns other than the support and pursuit

of inquiry. For example, responses the.external demands on curriculum,

demands far different from.thOse pressing on our academic colleagues, has been

one major commitment. The require rents of integration, cultural pluralism,

- the right to education .Movement for the handicapped, the struggle against

sexism; the consumer movement, and the variegated pressures which might be

summed under the heading of the pre4for accountability-have caused education

faculty to spend vecy large amounts of time on curricular design and validation.

A second major drain on institutional energies has been the expansion-and.

diversification of practicum experiences in the training program. The recog-

nition of the .value of a sequenced-and carefellY, balanced theoretical/practical

training progr'am has resulted in the need to invest both time and energy in

the cultivation, coordination and proper use of field settings. The outward

1

orientation stimulated by insistent curricular demands has been matched by

obligations generated by the-process requirements of field-basgd instruction

Instructional requirements of a clinical tradning program constitute a-

a

third major demand on institutional energies. Apart from the question of

13
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coordination with the field, any clinical training program as, teacher educa-

tion has clearly become, will place heavy burdens on the instructional life '

of its professoriate.,

These three Major demands, coupled with the pro-bono expectations for

professional service that educators share with their faculty colleagues in

other professional training areas of the university, constitute powerful

explanatory reasons for the relatively lo emphasis placed on thf conduct of

-inquiry in teacher education programs.

6. F ctors Limiting School of Education Involvement e

A variety of factors limit school of education involvement in inquiry

and related activities. Some of these have Already been mentioned: heavy

teaching loads as a function of a clinical instructional model; the need to

. coordinate with field sites; insistent pressures for curriculum revision, and

low status in the parent institution. To these must be added; a prejudice

in the*Feral establishment against the encouragement pf active involvement

,on the part of SCDE's. The prejudice seems born of an attitude that the

"educational establishment" is precisely wher:e the competence does not lie

to generate the kinds of uaderstandings, and innovations that will c rec.

the.problems and difficulti confronting the educational systems of the nation.

Of course, this is a classic self-fulf. 4ng prophecy. The "villains"

are identified and excluded, and,'being excluded, nevergain the opportunity

to become contributors. This bias is not always explicit or .intended. While.

.illere have been persons in various parts of the Federal establishment 'who are

a little short of contemptuous ofthe.the teacher education profession and

most of the agencies in which such people ore housed, the more'commorl failing (
.

is inadvertent excluOon, which occurs as a function of operating according

td,expectations that schools of-education in the main simply cannot meet.'

00- 14'
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4
Re'sp'onding to'requests for proposals is virtually impossible for most.

ExCept forthe occasional entrepreneurial behavior of indiVidual factilty,

-.there are few mechanisms to generate institutional responses, to calls for

proposals. Thus, .the work that is done tends to be highly indiVidualistic

and, if anythih, only very prrly related to the primary' missions of the
#

school of education as an agency.

C. SOME EMERGING ISSUES ,

In establishing theNational Institute of Education, Congress took
r

pains to specify the new agency's primary goals. Included among those goals-

are the following:

"(i) help to solve or alleviate the problems of, and
.promote the reform and renewal ofAmerican education;

(ii) advance the practice of education, as an art',

science, and profession;
(iii) strengthen the scientific and' technological

foundations of education; and
(iv) build an effective educational research and

development system." ,(NCER, 1978)

In the.contextof the broad aims'listed above, three key areas of

concern seem appropriate/or further attention here. One of these has to

do with dissemination of educatiorial research'. :A second concerns developing

understandings about certain unique characteristics of behayjdral and social

inquiry that bear on how it conducted, by Whom, arid in what settings. The

third deals with theAtilization of'Aisting training programs to connect

inquiry and practice., 440

. 1, Dissemination'

In recent years there has been a virtual explosion of programs for and

,*

akproaches to dissemination. ERIC, the. Dissemination Reyiew Panel, informa-,

ti.on pacpges,' the National, Diffusion Network, the Research/DevelOpment

Exchange_(RDOI and State. Capacity Builditg, Grants are just a few of the

...,

15 '' i7
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activities that have spilled tin the past fifteen years. Most of these

have been based,l.again either explicitli or implicitly, on the technological
1 .

k

model of educational change based on ee.search. The "eeds '. are there and need

to be "broadcast" on the "soil"-(whicn may ormay not need "preparation"),,in

orderjor the plants to "root'andlloUrish. There is even recognition

that the seeds themselves may require some preparation (including actual

modification) if germinationand maturity are to be achieved. The terms of

the metaphor used here are deliberately chosen and, admittedly, a little

artificial. ,However, the underlying premises af,much that has been done in

dissemination are virtually indistinguishable from th se of agriculture.,,

Adding tog the problem has'beena propensity to clothe dissemination

rhetoric in often"times"impenetrable langUage. It is trot-0c that tilt jargon,

of the dissemination trade has been a serious impediment to communication.

These problems are not insurmountlble. TGy'do, however, suggest that

if there are serious problems in reaching the practitioner community, then

perhaps there are equally difficult problems reaching those who prpvide

preservice training.: This is especially true, if it can be demonstrated that

-the%reat majority of agencies bearing responibility for training are them-

selves' not involved briliquiry and related activities.

Values and Educational Inquiry

The second area where- developments are occurring 'which bear on the role

schoolt of education'is that of broadening interest in the valuational,

.

-
political and cultural factor .in behdOoral and social inquiry (see Gideons

4 4 . .

K , and Schwab). ,Without attempting an'exhaustive survey of the literature,
.

.

it can be said that more tharra feCedutatai-4 and policYmakers are asking

basic,questions about the assumptions undeOtyinlj this inquiry esPecially'as

those aSsumptiod's relate to possible value differaRces betWeenthe.reiearli
,
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and practitioner communities. The value differences may render, tho results

of work done in the researditommunity unusable or unacceptable from inception.

The very valuational milieu where the work is decided upon or done may

,hopelessly complicate the process of eventual implementation. Conversely,

i,

the inq ry may be based on models of innovation that, because of the
.

vicissitudes of, social and political change; will never yield as close and
, 1

directed a fit'betWeen research and practice as the technological model of

inquiry-based innovation seeks to achieve.Because of these developments,

the question of the range and scale of inquiry and 'elated activities in schoolk

of education becomes 'a matter of critical importance.

-

3. Professional Training,as Dissemination

, From a total system perspective, many dissemination activities now under

waY>are absolutely vital. Logic underscores the importance of the need to

provide.profes onal staff with information about the outcomes of inuiry.

However, a powerful case can be made that the.mOst important dissemina-

tion responsibility lies with the initial 'training programs. The initial

training of those enter g teaching should be congruent with the current state

.0-0, the art.

The relatively...4malle'r number of individuals to train makes this'argument

stronger" Teacher educator's are themselves a smallpr.populationt, ielatively

speaking, and, at any given time, the number of teachers in training will be

far smaller than the number in the system as a wh,ple. In addition, investment

at this juncture will, over time, have a cumulative impact on "the.profession

as a whole.

Unfortunately, if we,examine the several dissemination programs within

and without.-the Federal establishment, we will look in vain.for a systematic

attempt to respond to the implications of initial training. There seems to

k
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be no sense that the training period is one of the most important foundation

stones of the present and future relationship ofthe profession to the process

and outcome of inquiry.

4. Consequences of the Low Connection to Inquiry
. t-

Consider the following circumstances. Schools of education are, by and

large, not explicitly included i)n the larger dissemination function. \Saye for

a handful of large a40 established institutions, inquiry is almost totally

absent from the experience of faculty and, therefore, of students being trained

in those insttkutions,., This does wilt preclude awareness of inquiry on the part

Of either individuals orinstitutiong, but clearly it cannot help.

The consequence of involvement ofsschools of education in inquiry

and related activities is that'professionals develop little readiness to attend

to such matters, .In these institutions individual faculty must rely almost

wholly on their Own initiative to see to it that what they are doing instruc-
t

tionally, both as to content and process, incorporates thai which constitutes

the state of the art. yhat might ending this situation of neglect mean?

-5. The Potential Role of Schools of Education in Inquiry

Our deliberations and an examination of the RITE study suggest a state

of affairs that must be reversed. We envision a future role of schools of

education in inquiry. that must be quite different from, the norms at,present.

Because of the diver4e nature of institutions preparing professional

educators, we would expect considerable variation in the nature of the involve-

ment of those institutions in inquiry 'an'd scholarship. We would suggest,

however, that persons prepared-at th4e initial credentiaj level should(a)
OF

understandrand appreciate that inquiry and scholarship provide the essential'

knowledge base for all professional fields 'including education,, b) have had

firsthand experience in using automated information retrieval sysIvis (for

18
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exaMpie; ERIC) and appropriate applied research ,journals in planning, preparing,
ti

)
,and conducting their, practicum eiperiences,..0+.4) understand that an indivi-

dual teacher can use inquiry to study and improve classroom content and

processes. Studepts completing graduate work in professional education

should receive extensive experience in the use of inquiry resources and tech-

AI'

niques applicable to their specialtr In addition, such students should have

had'experience using research journals basic to their field and in conducting

applied research. '

The larger the cOmitmentto graduate courses in professional education,

the more extensive shouldt the role of the'profesNonal education faculty

in engaging in research and scholarship and reporting its' results. Finally,

we assume that all professional education faculty wouldcome'to demonstrate

and.tte able to docuMent that they meet the Anquiry goals described for those

completing initial credentials and graduate progranis and that they utilize

the available knowledge base in the content and procedures of preparation

programs for which they are,F, responsible.

Are there ways in wh 'teac'her education institutions might become

more substantially i'nvolved in educational inquiy and related activities?

Can thetr status as performers be enhanced? Are there ways to stimulate more

active attention to,the outcomes of inquiry in the daily conduct of preparation

programs?
t .

*e there Ways to change the milieu and climate -of teacher education

institutions so that the relationShip to inquiry-7either for performer,

analyst, or user--is moredirejt, more prevalent, and therefore more apparent

to students? Can we thus socialize students to expectations About inquiry as

a rich and continuing part of tlitir.forthcOmi.ng professional' lives?

We believe there are affirmative answers' toall'of these queqtions.

Addressing these questions is the agenda advanced in the last section 'of this

document.
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THE AGENDA FOR SCHOOLS _OF EDUCATION.

,Introduction-

We have outlined the developTegt of inquiry and research in education.

4e have emphdsized the role of inquiry and scholarship as the sinegua non.

As a group 'representing many yearS of ce in universities and

education, we'are familiar' with 411 the ",es -but" arguments related ,po bur

,,1
. L

thesis. indeed, a mere cataloging of all the arguments regarding the function

'of inquiry would require several volumes. We are especially aware of count

arguments which arise whenever a plea is made to change any component 4fa

r

complex social system. These arguments frequently reduce themselves to the

classic chicken/egg-question. For example, some.argue that tekhers' salaries

cannot be improved until the rigor and length of training are increased while

others Counter that the length.andrigor of training cannot be increased until

searjes improve. /

Such arguments are essentially non productive.) All variables are both
4 r

'the cause and effect of other variables. The difficult problem is determining

W)q4ch variable is likely to alter the most other-factors. Our considered

judgment is, that strengthening inquiry and scholarship in schools of education

as the singae mosepowerful way of altering all other missions and practices.

is also a way of building oh the tap root--the essenceof-the academy.

A. Implication's-Strategies

s There is'a wide 'range-of strategieS by which inquiry and scholarship can

be strengtheNkd in schoolsof education. .Incremental strategies can be

applied at individual institutions, within clusters of instftutions and at

'th

4

tate level.Aarply focused initiatives by the Federal government'and

private foundations can' play a major role in achieving our objective. Our- .

goal here, however, is lo determine a numberof steps and strategies amenable

20
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to the leadership responsibility of deans (by which we mean the head,of a

School, college or department of education)T _ _

4

/

We merely suggest directions and emphases because we have confidence

,

in the acumen of our colleagues. Many persons with4eeldership roles in-schools

.

of education have the skills and commitments needed to strengthen inquiry

and scholarship. We know from experience that recipes for change do not

apply equally to all States, institutions, or within any given timeframe.

We recoghize further that we speak to a process that will take decades

to achieve. Changes canbe accelerated, however, if far larger 'numbers of

deans and other educational leaders commit themselves to inquiry and scholar-

ship as the basiS'for all educational programs.

What 'is needed far more than - strategy is concerted, support for the

fundamental role of inquiry in schools of Tcation.

B. Why We,Focus on Deans ,..
_

. r

. , .,

We repeat our assumption that deans of education ought to have the skills,.

knowledge and commitment required to improveYthe quality and cRiantity of

inquiry in schobli of education. Deans must carry the responsibility for

the quality of prOgrams in their institutions:
,

, .
. .

Uttrecognize that the -levers of power are hardly soiely in the hands.of

deans. Indeed, inquiry and scholarship will not be increased unless large

numbers of faculty and, higher level university admifiistFators actively' commit

4,

themselves to that goal.. Nevertheless, it is important to focus vh,the one

academic role that has the.greatest potential for supporting inquiry and .

scholarship.
.

. Many deans have or can develop that potential and it is that group to

whom this document is addressed. Being pert of that 'group, we reflect both

,t

its 5tr ngths and weaknesses. Our call for the priMacyof inquiry is predicated

,21
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on experience with our peers. Further, we observe positive signs that deans
44-

Of education have_begiin to'coalesce arou#%d issues of quality, not only in

teacher education but also in,the scholarship requisite 0:quality. If we

are wrong in that assumption, we are wrong in all our arguments.

C. The Agenda for Schools of Education

Noted below are .severbl agenda items which must be addressed if the ethos
m

e.

of, inquiry ts tb permeate schools of education. The list is neither long nor

all inclusive. We focus only on those goals co sistent with arguments in this

documbt.
.

Stating an agenda fOr 1200 institutions may be seen as presumptuous.

owe will accept the agenda; o0ers will_argue it is incomplete, or that

they cOullIlio'better. We are aware of such criticisms and we *lie debated

0 these matters with some intensitty. We believe what we have stated is realistic.

Some will arAue we are "elitists" since we emphasize terms such as inquiry!.

scholarship, research and rigor, but we do not perceive ourselves in that light.

The thesis here is derived m the highest ideals of the university; the.

generation and testing oficiiowledge is central to our calling.. We recognize

and deeply value our teaching and service functions; aare concerned with

,creating positive linkages with the teaching profession. We recognize strengths
r

in many. schools of education that ilready serve as elplars. We do not wish

to limit4ecess td" the pession.in our,pluralistic.societY. A, dozen other

issues are.imporeint', butwe are corivinced all these missions can and mustbe

predicated on a firm knowledge base.

iN
We stand on many shoulders in making these assertions. Whatever the

reactions, we beiieve the following goals comprise the agenda for schools

oreducation if they are to emerge as first-rate professional schools;

tr
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- Quality of Faculty

Recruit and reward faculty who demonstrate they are committed

to inquiry, persons whose intellectual qualifications and
trainirig mark them among the !strongest of their cohorts:

-Quality of Students

Recruit student:who demonstrate the intellectual capacity to
master the knowledge base which undergirds the process of

education.

Leadership

..04

It is the responsibility of the dean to mobilize resources
and exert. the leadership required for 'schools of education and

their faculties to. be acknowledged as centers of inquiry and
scholarship.

Translation to Practice and Policy

Building.the knowledge base is not enough. Passing the

. _knowledge base on to future. and present practitioners is not
enough. The institution must also engage in direct attempts
to apply the knowledge base to educational policy and practice,
especially ih its own programs, Building relationships with

the teaching profession'is a vital part of this goal.

Promotion of Inquiry and Scholarship.

Increase substantillly the time and energy devoted to inquiry
and sCho,larship in schools of education in both absolute terms
and relat'6e to the other missions of such schools.

. Critical Mass
Schools of-education must be of spffic

Uient
size to bring to-

gether the range of professorial d stbdent resources vit)l to

an inquiry based approach to preparation programs.

Quality

In the assessment of any ('school of education, thp quality of
scholarship and of inquiry-based programs must be the criterion

from which all other assessments derive.

Standards

Support the development and enforcement of standards expressive
of the aspirations contained herein, whether applied to schools
of education, the c6rtification and hiring of education perso
or the operation-of elementary and secondary schools.
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D. Conclusion

0.,

When inquiry and scholarship become th°4e central focus of school's of

education, the quality of all educational programs will be,greatly improved.

The very character of schools of education will be altered and those changes

will have a profound effect on the behavior of'current faculty and new

faculty, as well as our relationship with the'total profeSsion. The Oro-

.

fe'ssion of teaching will-be vastly'st?engthened when the knowledge base on

which it rests is constantly tested and demonstrated in first-rate professional

preparation programs. Nothing less is an acceptable goal. There are,tof

course, serious implications associated with the achievement of the goal.

Those implications touch all the institutions presently engaged in teacher

e
education. Those schools of education now engaged in inqui -ry must integrate

'its processes and products far more substIntially than they have into their

. training programs. Those schools of education not now engaged in inquiry

must learn how to do so. Those institutions of. insufficient critical mass

to encompass the range of resources required to undergird professional

. training proggams must limit and ultimately relinquish their training.responsi-

btlities.

Achieving the inquiry goal over the next several decades will dramatically.

40
reduce the number of schools of education. We make this prediction with no

pleasure. The burden will fall equally heavily, however, on those institu-

tions who have critical mass whether they are currently engaged in inquiry

or not. We would hope that all teacher preparation institutions, however,

would achieve not only the commitment, but the resources needed tcr become

centers of inquiry in their respective states. However, any objective

appraisal,of the present state of teacher education in the United States

must demonstrate tat this is'not a likely outcome.
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thq.contrary,-ft is our discomforting prediction that some number

far less than'the approximately 1200 preparatory programs can achieve the
-

level of scholarship on which the profession must be built. As the number

of teachee,education institutions diminishes, it will be a positive sign

that true profesSionof, teaching is emerging. Such changes will threaten

many.oS us in the profession. It is a threat that must be'faced. To do

,otherMse'offers no alternAtives but mediocrity.

rud
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